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SUMMARY

This report reviews factors contributing to the effects of lags in head-coupled systems. A

model of head tracking behavior is defined with appropr•ate feedback loops. The relevant
lags and their possible effects on operator performance are defined. Twenty-one head-

coupled simulators and operational head-coupled airborne systems are listed and grouped

according to their feedback loops. Studies of the effects of lags within individual feedback

loops are reviewed. The feedback loops investigated were the head-coupled visual loop,

the head-slaved weapon control loop, the manual control loop, the eye-coupled visual loop

and the eye-slaved weapon control loop. The effects of relevant task and simulator
variables, such as target velocity and motion cues, are also discussed.

Within a head-coupled visual loop, many studies have shown that lags degrade head

tracking performance (these lags are referred to as 'display lags'). Lag compensation by

continuous head position prediction and image deflection have been shown to be very

effective. In a head-slaved weapon control loop, the visual feedback of a lag in the form of
a reticle lagging behind the operators' line-of-sight (i.e., reticle lags) has been found to

degrade head tracking performance. Within an eye-slaved weapon control loop, eye

tracking error increases with increasing lag (eye-reticle lag). Systematic investigations of

the effects of reticle lag, eye-reticle lag an6 display 'ag on target acquisition performance

are recommended.

The handling qualities of a head-coupled helicopter simulator have been reported to be

degraded by lags in the manual control loop. It is desirable to consider whether the results
of equivalent studies with panel-mounted displays can be extended to head-coupled

displays. Lags in the dynamic response nf an eye-slaved high resolution insert (eye display

lags) have been shown to degrade lateral manual tracking performance.

Interactions between the lags in different feedback loops have been studied in a few cases
but there are many variables and the results are insufficient to draw general conclusions. o.

It is recommended that future experimental studies of the effects of lags are conducted in
the context of an appropriate model of the head-coupled system. .
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

This report reviews the effects of lags on hurman performance with head-coupled

simulators. The resiarch has been conducted by the Institute of Sound and Vibration

Research at the University of Southampton with the support of the United States Air Force

through Logicon Technical Services Inc. (F33615-89-C-0532). The report summarizes the

work performed over the period 1 July 1992 to 30 November 1992.

2.0 OBJECTIVES

The objectives of the study were:

(i) to categorize factors that may contribute to the lags in a head-coupled simulator;

(ii) to determine the effect of each categonzed factur by reference to previous

experimentation on the effects of lags on human performance or human

acceptance; the effect of manipulating engineering parameters, such as bandwidth,

phase and gain was also to be reviewed;

(iii) to identify the published studies concerning interactions among different lags within

a simulator.

"T above objectives are slightly different from the original objectives in the prime contract

(:33615-89-C-0532). The coiges came about at the request of Logicon Technical

Services, Inc. (subcontract: 07-014-35S).

3.0 APPROACH TO CATEGORIZATION

There are only a few published studies concerned with the effects of lags on operator

performance with a head-coupled simulator. Comprehensive categorization of the
contributions of individual variables towards pilot peifomance is therefore not yet possible.

It is proposed to categorize the contribution of individual feedback loops, and their

associated variables, on the effects of lags on pilot performance. A systematic procedure

is outlined and a detailed explanation of Stage 1 is presented in Appendix A.

-1 -



Stage 1 identity the system, architecture of the head-coupled simulator under

investigation so that a model can be constructed 'Section 5.0).

Stage 2 identify variables associated with each feedback loop and the effects of

these variables on performance within the mocdel (Section 6.0).

Stage 3 survey published studies of interactions among lags in various feedback

loops (Section 7).

4.0 MODELING THE HEAD TRACKING SYSTEM

4.1 Experience from manual control modeling

Review of the literature showed that there are few published head tracking models

compared to the vast amount of literature concerning hand tracking models. Therefore, it

was decided to develop established theories of manual tracking for application to head

tracking. Section 4.1.1 outlines the development of quasi-linear approaches to tracking.
The concept oi modeling the amount of target information perceived during manual tracking

is described in Section 4.1.2.

4.1.1 Overview of quasi-linear approaches to the modeling of manual tracking

behavior

The pioneer researcher on the manual control of dynamic systems was Arnold Tustin. In
1944 he reported attempts to find an approximately linear relationship (within the range of

practical requirements) between movement and error so that the well-developed theory of
'linear servomechanisms' could be applied. Figure 4.1 shows a block diagram of a typical

remote position control servo system (Whiteley, 1947). Tustin reported that operators in

manual control systems responding to randomly moving visual forcing functionL., exhibited

a type of behavior analogous to that of a servo system as shown in Figure 4.1. It was

concluded that manual tracking respor.se is non-linear, but that the relationship may, to a

useful extent, be approximated by a linear law, namely that the speed of a hand controller

movemo.t is proportional to both the tracking error and the rate of change of error, subject

to a lag which corresponds to that involved in nerve transmission (Tustin 1947).

-2-
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Figure 4.1 Block diagram of a typical remote position control servo process
(adapted from Whiteley, 1947).

Until 1960. most of the research in this field was devoted to understanding the

characteristics of the human as a single-loop linear controller of a single variable, the error

(i.e., the difference between the targut position and the human control outputi. This

tracking behavior was later described as compensatory tracking by Krendel and McRuer

(1960). In this paper, other types of tracking mechanisms, pursuit and pre-cognitive, were

also reported. Details of compensatory, pursuit and pre-cognitive tracking are discussed

in Section 3.1.2. McRuer and Krendel published a report in 1965 summarizing two

decades of work concerning compensatory tracking models. The basic structure of the

manual control model developed by McRuer is shown in Figure 4.2. Since 1965, research

on manual control dynamics has diversified. At System Technology Inc. (STI), McRuer and

his colleagues extended their model to describe manual pursuit tracking and conducted

numerous studies with variables such as secondary tasks and order of control dynamics

(e.g. Allen et. al, 1970).

At the Bolt, Beranek and Newman Laboratory (BBN), Levision et. al (1969) applied the

optimal control theory (Kalman, 1963) in modeling compensatory manual tracking

behavior. This led- to the development of an onptimal htiman operator control model
(Figure 4.3, Kleinman et al., 1970). So far, the human operator models mentioned above

were developed under the assumrrijon that during a tracking exercise, the human operator

behaves linearly for most of the time. These models were called quasi-linear operator

models, that is, models consisting of a linear input-output describing function and a

remnant to represent the non-linearity (McRuer and Krendel, 1965). In 1971, Astrom and

Eykoff proposed a general set of math6matical models for human tracking responses. The

-3-
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Figure 4.2 Basic structure of a generalized single-loop model for compensatory
control developed at STI (adapted from McRuer and Krendel, 1965).

quasi-linear model was included in a sub-set called 'Noise-Free' model (Figure 4.4). Based

on Astrom's general model, Balakrishia proposed an 'Auto Regressive Moving Average'

(ARMA) model to describe compensatory tracking behavior. Once excited, this ARMA

model requires only previous outputs and an external noise input to simulate the next

output (Balakrishia, 1975). That is, tracking was modeled as a self generated behavior

rather than a response to a visual input. Despite the claim that this ARMA model produces

better prediction for manual compensatory tracking response tnan some quasi-linear

models (Balakrishia, 1975), the latter was considered more suitable in describing head

tracking behavior. The reasons were two-fold: (i) head tracking is not a self generated

behavior but a response to a visual input, (ii) there is no single physical equivalent for the

external noise source used in the ARMA model.

4.1.2 Perceptual organizatioia: amount of information perceived

4.1.2.1 Review of literature

In 1960, Krendel and his colleagues explained motor skill development in terms of

organization of perceived target information. They reported that as skills develop,

"Successive Organizations of Perception" (SOP) enables an operator to take increasing

advantage of the predictability of perceived target information. A model was presented

to describe how the predictability of input signals could be made more apparent to a

-4-
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Figure 4 3 Block diagram of the optimal human operator control model (0CMV)
developed at BBN (adapted from Kleinman et aL, 1970).
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Figure 4.4 Astrom's general model for manual tracking behaviour and the Auto
Regressive Moving Average model by Balakrishia (adapted from Astrom
and Eykoff, 1971 and B. skrishia, 1975).

human operator by appropriate displays (Figure 4.5). They extended this idea to predict

the level of skill exercised during a tracking task by identifying the type of display used.

The three levels of skill are compensatory, pursuit and pre-cognitive. They are described



in the following sections with their representative displays in Figure 4.5:

(i) Compensatory

During a compensatory tracking task, only one moving marker is displayed (Figure 4.5a).

The purpose of the task is to minimize the distance between the marker and the center

point reference. The marker motion is the difference between the system input motion,

i(t), and the control response, o(t). The visually displayed movement of the control

response is not distinguished from the input target movement. Hence, no anticipation of

the target is possible.

(ii) Pursuit

Unlike compensatory tracking, two moving markers are displayed during a pursuit tracking

task (Figure 4.5b). One represents the system input motion, i(t), and the other represents

the control response, o(t). In this form of tracking the control response can be

distinguished from the system input motion. Consequently, an operator can anticipate the

future target motion based on past target movement and previous control responses.

Nevertheless, such anticipation will not be perfect and the operator must ope-te in a

closed-loop fashion relying on visual feedback.

(iii) Precognitive

This condition exists when the operator has complete information about the future system

input, and so it is no longer necessary to maintain continuous closed-loop control of th-

perceived error. Although precognitive control is not really tracking, tracking approaches

this condition occasionally. For example, tracking with periodic target motions: this

involves the "Synchronous Generator" within the human operator model where an input

stimulus triggers a series of uracticed responses (Figure 4.5c). Such open-loop behavior

is achieved through learning and can happen with pursuit displays. Another example will

be driving on a familiar road whose curves, dips and rises are all visible far ahead so that

an appropriat6 maneuver is made in advance. This situation can be simulated by the

"Precognitive DCsplay" in which the next target position is shown in advance. Such a

display enables the operator to function in an open-loop fashion for periods of time that

depend on a range of variables such as target motion velocity and control dynamics.

6 -
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Cadaptvd froln Anon 1991) p.hase of the prQro~eS51on sequence.

Figure 45 Model illustration of the three phases in Successive Organization of
Perception with their representative displays (adapted from Krendel and
McRuer, 1 960).

4.1.2.2 Appfications to head tracking

When tracking with a head-coupled system, using visual and proprioceptive iliputs

(Figuro 4.6ý. an operator perceives both the movements of the target position marker and

the retit.1o position mparker. The pointing angle of the reticle position marker is the same

asdhat. of the helmet-mounted display. Within the context of this~ research, head Lracking

7 -



behavior is modeled as pursuit tracking. However, when under stress, an operator may

not take full advantage of the input information and regress back to compensatory tracking

(Allen and Jex, 1968). Because the target motions are assumed to be random, progress

to the precogi itive stage is considered impossible.

Tj display Is holmot-mountcRd

T telmet-mounted display Peminant T: targat nmarksr

ECT) t i-TOutput

cm
ICf) Is the originaI target motlon. I subjective ratinsg

EfD Is the radial separation between the target &nd Lhý reticle.

AfJ is the reticle- position whIch Is the sarke as the polntlng

angli of the halmot-mour-ted diupiny.

RCPf>ECf) Is the perceived target motion.

Figure f+.6 A quasi-linear pursuit model of a typical head tracking loop within a
head-coupled system.

4.2 Head-coupled simulator modeling (operator-in-the-loop)

A model of a basic operator-in-the-loop head-coupled simulator is shown in Figure 4.7.

This model contains only one feedback loop and the whole system is described as the

'head-coupled visual loop'. Examples of variables involved in this loop are listed in

Appendix A. Simulator components are added to the 'head-coupled visual loop' system

to form a more complex head-ct ipled simulation system; this results in more feedback

loops (see Figure 4.8).

i.o MODELS OF VARIOUS EEAD-COUPLED SIMULATORS

A review of published literature concerning various head-coupled systems has been

conducted. The systems reviewed are Psted in Tables 5.1 and 5.2 and included both

opelational systems and research simulators.

-8 -
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6.0 EFFECTS OF VARIABLES ASSOCIATED WITH INDIVIDUAL FEEDBACK LOOPS

This section reviews published studies concerned with the effects of lags within individual

feedback loops in head-coupled systems. One problem with selecting papers for this

review is that the papers' authors were not always primarily concerned with the effect of

lags and so all of the desired information is not always available.

The studies are presented in a style similar to that of the Engineering Data Compendium

(Boff and Lincoln, 1988). Studies concerned with the effect of lags within the same

feedback loop are grouped (subsections 6.1 to 6.51.

6.1 Head-coupled visual loop

A block diagram showing a head-coupled visual loop within a simulator is shown in

Figure 4.8.

The variables investigated in this section are listed as follows:

(i) lag-induced image position error (Section 6.1.1);

(ii) display lag (Section 6#1.2)-

(iii) exponential display lag (Section 6.1.3);

(iv) time lead and display lag (Section 6.1.4).

(v) lag compensation by image deflection and head position prediction (Section
6.1.5).

-15-
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6.1.1 Lag-induced image position error

General description

Head-coupled systems comprise helmet-mounted displays, helmet-pointing systems and

host computers for graphics generation. Such systems enable an operator to view

continuously information appropriate to the instantaneous line-of-sight of the head.

Problems arise with the inevitable lags between the moment at which head orientation is

sampled and the moment at which the image is presented on the display. This type of lag

has previously been referred to as target presentation lag (ref. 5), transmission lag (ref. 2)

and display lag (ref. 3). The lag represents the dynamic response of the entire visual field

of a head-coupled system to head movement and will be hereafter referred to as 'displa1,

lag'. Within the context of this report, an aiming reticle is riot included as part of the

visual field and is not subjected to the display lag.

With a display lag and continuous head movement, head-coupled images are displayed at

incorrect positions. The generation of such image position error is illustrated in

Figure 6.1. This image position error has been referred to as display orientation error

(ref. 1). The display lag increases linearly with increasing frame period or graphic update

time (Figure 6.2, ref. 2). The image position error also increases lineirly with the head

movement velocity (Figure 6.3) and the magnitude of the display lag.

Applications

Understanding of any degradation in visual control perftormance with head-coupled

systems.

Methods

Two studies, reported by different authors, are reviewed here. The study in ref. 2

investigated the position error introduced by the display lag from an engineering point-of-

view and no human response was considered. The study in ref. 6, however, included

human response to the display lag in the measurements of lag-induced position error.

-16-
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Figure 6.1 Diagrammatic illustration of the effect of lag between head movement

and image movement on an image captured by a head-slaved camera (The effect is

similar to that of display lags, adapted from ref. 6L

Test conditions (ref. 2)

a Display (transmission) lags were measured with different graphic update times (10 ms

to 300 ms). Measurements were repeated when a data buffer was inserted into the head-

coupled system to generate extra lags (a data buffer may be treated as a frame store in

terms of its time delay characteristic).

9 Image position errors for head-coupled images were measured with different graphic

update times (10 ms to 300 ms', and different head (tracker) translational veloc.ties

(0.0221 m/s to 0.0558 m/s).

Experimental details (ref. 2)

* Independent variables: graphic update time: head (tracker) velocity: the presence of a

data buffer.

0 Dependent variables: display lag; image position error.

-17-



* Experimenter's task: move the head

tracker at a pre-arranged velocity.

1.4 -

anon buffuer' .y,0.12 .0.4•z K 0.93
* No subject was used. 12 * doublI.•tre y -0 10 +.6

7x R - .00

1.0" R . correlatofn constant for
a iir.4I iding

Test cond'tions (ref. 6) 0.8-
S0.6-

0 Image position errors for head-coupled - 4 0.4-
0.2-

images were measured with different 0.2
0.0-

display lags (40 ms to 420 ms). These 0o 0.1 0.2 0.3 0 4

errors were compensated by image

deflection and measured in terms of the Figure 6.2 Display lags fGr different

amount of deflection needed Figure 6.4, graphic update times with and withcdt a data
buffer (line fittings are given, adapted from

(see Section 6.1.5 for details on the image ref. 2).

deflection technique).

a The target motions used in both pitch

and yaw axes were random signals
Paw S-- y. m cdty

integrated twice and band-pass filtered 16 •ai,,d,.m - 0m 0omo10,
U 3Oiny-0.•7+O..lC ft-LOG30 yQ +2 R-100

between 0.01 and 0.63 Hz. * MoE y-o.41, +,05X -09
1.4- 1 00 owyy-OA7 ! n .AU n t - .96

1.2- for a 6line

Experiment details (ref. 6) f1.2

* Independent variable: display lag. 0.8-

0.8J,
0 1 2

* Dependent variables, image position ,, ..

error in terms of the amount of deflection

needed. Figure 6.3 Position errors versus heed
(tra _cker) velocity f or graphics update times of
30, 50 and 100 ms (adapted from ref. 2).

* Subject's task: track a moving target

with the head.

9 Twelve male subjects participated.

-18-
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Results

o The visual effect of display lag on a

head-coupled image is illustrated in

Figure 6.1. Although computer-generated

images were used in all the studies

reviewed, a head-slaved camera is used for

illustration. Figure 6.1 shows the effect

on the displayed image when the head of

an operator moves to acquire a stationary

target at a constant angular velocity, 0,, o 0 '00Z

assuming the head-slaved camera follows Addi•oinal rme. Delys (ma)

with a constant time delay, r. After a Figure 6.4 Yaw-axis r.m.s. image

time, t, the head has traveled an angle of: displacement by deflection (i.e. position
error) for different display lags (adapted from

h = 0 ref. 6).

but the camera and images captured have

only moved to 0, where:
P• = O,,(t- r)

81 e - ýhr

Therefore, the image position error, JiT, is proportional to the head velocity, 0,,.

* The relationship between display lag and graphic update time is modeled as follows

(Figure 6.2):

display lag = a + b x (graphic update time)

where

a = lag of the helmet-pointing system (tracker) + the processing time of the

host computer to generate a complete graphic frame.

b = a constant proportional to the number of data buffers within the head-

coupled visual loop of a head-coupled system.

a Image position errors in head-coupled displays increase linearly with head (tracker)

velocity (Figure 6.3). This agrees with Figure 6.1.

e Image position errors in head-coupled displays increase linearly with display lag

(Figure 6.4).
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Comparison with other studies

0 The reported linear relationship between the position error and the head velocity was

confirmed by the result of a study reported in ref. 5. With display lags from 0 ms to

160 ins, changing the velocity of a target motion by scaling its displacement produced no

significant effect on head tracking performance other than the linear changes due to

displacement scaling (the system display lag wa83 40 ms).

References (*: key refevence(s))

1. Allen and -lebb (1983) 2. Bryson and F;sher (1990)

3. Eyre and Griffin (1992) 4. Lewis et. ai(1987)

5. So and Griffin (1991a) "6. So and Griffin (1991b)
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6.1.2 Display as~js

General descdptaon

Image movements on all head-coupled systems are subject to display lags (see

Se.tion 6.1.1 for definiLion, Figure 6.5). For a band-limited random target motion, head

tracking performance can bu significantly degraded by imposed display lags greater than,

or equai tc, 40 ms (Figuie 6.6, the system display lag was 40 ms). Ref. 3 reported that
in the presence of display lags, no significant improvement in head tracking performance

was found through practice (Figure 6.7). Display lags were shown to increase the gains

and the phase ýag' in head tracking transfer functions with a band-limited random target

inotion (FigL.'e 03 8). Thase increases resulted in increas3d input-correlated tracking errors

(Figluie 65.9).

Applications

Design of control systems with head-coupled visual feedback.

Mcchods

Two studies are reviewed here, they were reported by the same authors and the head-

coupled systems used in both experiments were the same (Figure 6.5). The helmet-

mrouned display used was a monocular system and the eye of presentation was the right

eye.

Test conditions (ret. 4)

9 Mean radial head tracking error and subjective difficulty rating were measured with

different imposed display lags (0 ms to 380 ms, Figure 6.6). The system dirplay lag was

40 ms.

9 The target motions used in both pitch and yaw axes were random signals integrated

twice and band-pass filtered between 0.01 and 0.63 Hz. The duration was 60 seconds.
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1.9 I lay ISie e lmet-mountea P : reticle position

MT: mocUlTled Coercelvea)
Tage ~ ~ tut~dIII~,Rmrwnt t.L-get posilt ion_aret l t-mourtdop NLC1'a Remnan

CI)" -I Iii crglnai targetnttlo

mot Fiion R i t pa• r--- lv d tIrget n

huPmt

subject.ive rctana
I(f) IG tna orolnal target notion.

RCf)+ECf) is the perceived target rnotion due to the

presence of lags Irn visual feedback.

Figure 6-5 A diagrammatic illustration of a head-coupled system with a display lag.

Experimental details (ref. 4)

6 -

"* Independent variable: display lag. /

24
- /

"• Dependent variables: mean radial head -3

tracking error and subjective difficulty rating. t2

* Subject's task: track a moving target with 2

a reticle. Both the target and the reticle 0 too zoa 300 -00
Additional Tim• DelayT (ms)

were presented on a monocular helmet- Figure 6.6a Mean radial tracking error

mounted display at optical infinity. The with different display lags (Median of 12

reticle was presented at the center of the subjects, adapted from ref. 4).

display.

0 Twelve male subjects participated. They were either students or researchers.

Test conditionst,, Oaf. 32)

* With 0 ms and 80 ms imposed display iags, mean radial head tracking error was

measured for ten consecutive trials to study learning effects (Figure 6.7). The system

display lag was 40 ms.

* Head tracking transfer functions and both input-correlated and uncorrelated tracking

error spectra were measured with different imposed display lags (0 ms to 160 ms,

- 22-
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Figures 6.8 and 6.9).

* The target motions used ii both pitch and

yaw axes were random signals integrated ,

once and then low-pass filtered at 0.7 Hz

(24 dBloctave) and 1 Hz (120 dB/octave). =:

The duration was 120 seconds. 02 nor di[,iclL
I .I irt, , a di fficul t

2 - fairly diifi,:ult

I 3 - dificult

Experimental details (ref. 3) vey d3i)t5 eutremeLy difficult

) oo 000oo 3o0 400

* Independent variables and subject's task Addtiona- Tim. Delays (me)

are the same as in ref. 4. Figure 6.6b Subjective difficulty rating

with different display lags. (Median of 12

* Dependent variables: head displacement subjects, adapted from ref. 4).

(pitch and yaw axes) expressed as mean radial error, head tracking transfer function and

input-correlated and uncorrelated error spectra.

0 Eight male subjects participated. They 7
were either students or researchers.

. ~a ;

LResults -- ,
i i -='"""" '" "'* .. ... ..... ......
! r / .. tpem quor.t4.m (0 .)]' pp.eq...... (0'" -)

0 Head tracking performance was found to C

be degradod for imposed display lags ,

greater than, or equal to, 40 ms 1 2 3 4 5 8 7 a 9 is
Nuiber r•f TrialaJ

(Figure 6.6, the system display lag was Figure 6.7 Mean radial error for 1 0
40 ms). About 65% of the increase in learning stages with 80 and 120 ms display

'otal tracking error was input-correlated lags (median and inter-quartile range for 8

* (Figure 6.9). subjects, adapted from ref. 3).
40 msimpsduipaylgswsfon hruh.rcic9Fiue6..

* No significant improvement in head tracking performance in the prusence of 0 ms and
: 40 ms imposed display lags was found through oractice (Figure 6.6).

* Both the gains and the phase lags in head tracking transfer functions increased with

- 23 -
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increasing display lag (Figure 6.8). This indicated that the operator tracking strategy may

have been affected by the display lags,

"OO ~lukI $; onas, ' •a

I 6Orni -
.

8OW1s

, 009 Ila~
t 60w"

.1 :• •.0 0000 0 ,bo
Fig - -qenC

Figure 6.8 Mean head tracking transfer functions in the yaw-axis with different
display lags (Hanning window, 144 degrees of freedom, 0.09 Hz resolution, adapted
from ref. 3).

s •)5 o f 0 L o r , .. -- 9- 1 0ro r P S O s . io ci o c a t p , oa r r o r

'500 1 500. -

& 160am 160r
II/- \P,,• 2o•. , 2ow,

UM:s

0 000 1 - 0 .110 0 O,

0 000 000 0 OO

I r ,qut ,'n y -" H r( Hiu , n i 1 7 )

Figure 6.9 Mean input-correlated and uncorrelated yaw-axis head tracking error

s p e c t r a w i t h ' r e n t U 1 l a y l a g s ( H , , , , , , , n d ow" ", " I" A A4f 0 0 H
,lie d s,,,II % , i -r-r G g r~e s o f f "'d om _

resolution, adapted from ref. 3).

Comparison with other studies
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a Figure 6.10 indicates a similar finding

from ref. 1 for the effect of display lag on -II-

head tracking performance. The 7. ......

experimental head-coupled system used in *.:- -

ref. 1 was different from that used in .
ref. 4 (see Table 5.1, Section 5.0). L

* Ref. 2 reported that display lags L.an . - L.
j 0 o s o i •o I a e ý09 150 30

cause m otion sickness. " •.9 ..

Figure 6.10 Mean radial head trackin• error

* Ref. 6 reported that in a helicopter with difforent display lags (adapted from
ref. 1).

combat mission simulation, the computer

scene cou!d not keep up with the high turn rates inherent :n an aggressive maneuver, the

simulator had a display lag of 120 ms.

* A monocular helmet-mounted display (HMD) was used in both studies (refs. 3 and 4).

The eye of presentation of the HMD was always the right eye. Ref. 5 investigated the

effect of the eye of presentation during head aiming and tracking, no significant effect on

performance was reported.

Constraints

* The studies were. focused on the effects of display lag on continuous tracking. Other

tasks such as target acquisition involving ballistic heard movement may need further

attention.

References (*: key reference(s))

1. Eyre and Griffin (1992)

2. Friedman at. a/(1992)
3. So and Griffin (1991a)

,4. So and Griffin (1991b)
5. Wells and Griffin (1987b)

6. Williams (1987)
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6.1.3 Exponential display lags

General description

When a head-coupled system is used to present images captured by a head-slaved camera,

the delay (i.e. display lag, see Section 6.1.1 for definition) is replaced by an exponential

lag. This exponential lag represents the dynamic response of the head-slaved camera and

is hereafter referred to as exponential display lag (Figure 6.11). When such head-coupled

systems are used to search and identify visual objects, the effect of increasing the delay

time constant (T) of an exponential lag is likely to increase the searching time (Figures 6.12

and 6.13) and constrains an operator from making frst head motions (Figure 6.14).

Iýrequency ([lz) Frequeticy (Hz)

Figure 6.11 Frequency responses of exponential display lag of different time constants
(adapted from rnf. 2).

Applications

Design of tole-operated systems and head-coupled forward looking infrared radiation (F:LIR)

systems.

i Methods

'-4

Test conditions (ref. 2)

twenty-six letters of the alphabet presented in a random order. Character position wa(R

26-
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generated randomly between -70° to -100 -- 1
and from +100 to +700 from boresight
along the horizontal median.

a Percentage reading error and total time -

taken to complete the task were measured

with difterent exponential dis .lay lags (eUa:

r from 0.003 to 0.318 seconds ,.

corresponding to a 1 ' order low-pass filter T. .. . . ...

with cut-off frequencies from 50 to Figure 6.12 Time taken to search and

0.5 Hz). recognize 26 letters with different
exponential display lags (adapted from
ref. 2).

Test conditions (ref. 1)

e Estimation of the flight path in a simulated straight or curved level flight with a head-

coupled system (see Experimental Details section for a summary of the estimation

procedure).

10.0

SNOMINAL
• Estimation error, time and yaw-axis PHASE LAG

8T.0.
movement and velocity were measured

with and without a lt order exponential , 6.0

display lag (eW'8). The error and head 4.0

velocity measurements were represented

by their standard deviations, since their
means were approximately zero. Their ,0 cured

standard deviations were approximately (level flights)

equal to the r.m.s. values. Figure 6.13 Flight path estimation time

with and without an exponential display laQ

Experimental details (ref. 2) of eB'r0 ' (adapted from ref. 1).

* Independent variable: exponential display lag.

9 Dependent variables- percentage reading error and reading time.

- 27 -
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* Subject's task: start from a forward 010 o
V)

•*• • NOMINAL =

facing position, turn the head to the left A,

until a character is located, call out the _

character and turn the head to the right

until anothev character is located. This is ,

repeated until all of the twenty-six

characters hove been read.
- L

straight curved

0 Seven male subjects participated. (level flights)

Figure 6.14 Yaw-axis head motion
Experimental details (ref. 1) velocities (standard deviation) in the flight

path estimation task with and without an
exponential display lag of e-`o9 (adapted

0 Independent variable: exponential display from ref. 1).

lag.

* Dependent variables: flight path estimation error and time; standard deviations of yaw-

axis head movement and velocity.

* Subject's task: on pressing a response button, a simulated helicopter flight was

presented. Within the visual field, a marker was placed on the ground level, at zero yaw

angle and at a specified depth. Subjects were asked to place the marker along the

anticipated flight path at the specified depth and press the response button when finished.

0 Eight male and one female trained subjects participated.

Results (ref. 2)

* Figure 6.12 shc vs that for a time constant greater than, or equal to, 0.04 seconds,

there was .i consistent degradation in reading time with increasing exponential display lag.

* Reading er'ors were not consistently affected by the exponential display lag (data not

shown here, see ref. 2). In a character search task, when a subject is under stress, a

trade-off woufd normally be expected between reading time and reading error.
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Results (ref. 1)

a When an exponential display lag with a 6 0

time constant of 0.5 seconds (e"(-•.) was
4 a

introduced, the average estimation time of

the flight paths in simulated helicopter

flights increased by 30% (Figure G.13).2.0

* The effect of the exponential lag on the (level flighLS)

flight path estimation error was slight (4 Figure 6.15 Yaw-axis head displacemnts

increases, data not shown here). (standard deviation) in the flight path
estimation task with and without an
exponential display lag of ehI10' (adapted

* With the exponential display lag (e" 0*"5), from ref. 1).

yaw-axis head velocity decreased by

approximately 53% (Figure 6.14). In contrast, the yaw-axis head displacement increased

by 14% (Figure 6.15). This may suggest that the exponential display lag constrained the

subjects from making fast head motions, requiring them to make more corrections, and

resulted in larger estimation times.

Constraints

* The findings from the two studies (refs. 1 and 2) cannot be compared directly, because

flight path estimation is more complicated than a character search task. The performance

of the former task is more dependent on subject experience.

* Only one dimensional character search was studied.

References (*: key reference(s))

"1. Grunwald et. ai (1991) *2. Lewis et. al (1987)
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6.1.4 Combined effect of time lead and display lag

General description

In previous sections (6.1.1 to 6.1.4), the degradation effects of display lag on performance

have been discussed. A solution to this lag-induced problem is to predict the future head

position by a signal processing algorithm. For random movements of the head, prediction

is, by definition, impossible. However, due to the limited tracking bandwidth of the human

head (up to 1 Hz, Wells and Griffin, 1987b), prediction of head position becomes possible.

A model of a head-coupled visual loop with a head position predictor is shown in

Figuve 6.1 6. With imposed lags greater than, or equal to, 80 ms the use of an optimized

phase lead filter with 48 ms lead reduced the mean radial head tracking error (Figures 6.17

and 6.18). In tha case of the optimi-' I phase lead filter with 117 ms lead, the mean radial

head tracking error was reduced when the imposed lag was equal to 100 ms (the system

display lag was 40 ms). It was reported that the gain amplification of the filter, above the

target motion frequency range of 0 to 0.7 Hz, magnified the measurement noise which,

in turn, caused the visual mrnages to jitter. The jittering of the images were found to force

the human operator to adopt a different strategy that produced more tracking error

(Figure 6.19).

radial separation 632

of target and the

iauming ratile}

operator iPS Phase Lag
target -1(f)lead
motion HMD filter

Figure 6.16 Block diagram of a head-coupled visual loop with a display lag and a head
position predictor (adapted from ref. 6).

Applications

Design of helmet-pointing system and head-coupled simulator.
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0 Frequency (Hz) 5 Frequency (Hz)

Figure 6.17 Frequency responses of the two phase lead filters used in ref. 5.

Methods (ref. 6)

Test conditions

* Mean radial head tracking error was measured with different imposed display lags (0 ms

to 100 ms) and three filtering conditions (no filter, filters A and B, Figure 6.17).

0 The two phase lead filters (A and B) were optimized so as to produce time lead at the

frequency range 0 to 0.6 Hz. Their equations are (sampling rate 50 Hz):

HW Ia,+a~r1 +a2z [a 3 +a4 z-I+a..z-2,]

) +bz-'+bzz] 1 +b4z-I +b~z" -
. ..................

Filter A Filter B 04 Ir~~~~

a, 14.6324 3.1022
a, -24.7464 4.336 0 20 40 60 Ao0 '0

a, 0.0619 1.0

4 0.06193 -1.7648 Figure 6.18 Mean radial error with different
a, -0.00619 0.47651 display lags and phase lead filters (adapted
b, -0.383S 0.4075 from ref. 6).
b4  -1.1837 -1 .3086
b5  0.4312 0.5788

The frequency responses of Filter A and Filter B are shown in Figure 6.17.

0131 .
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Figure 6.19 Mean head tracking transfer functions measured between A and B1 and
between A and B2 (Figure 6.1) with 80 ms and 100 ms imposed lags and different
filtering conditions (0.078 Hz, 124 degrees of freedom, adapted from ref. 6).

0 The target motions used in both pitch and yaw axes were random signals integrated

twice and band-pass filtered between 0.01 and 0.64 Hz (48 dB/octave). The duration of

each task was 90 seconds.

Experimental details

• Independent variables: display lag and phase lead filtering.

* Dependent variables: mean radial tracking error and head tracking transfer functions.

e Subject's task: track a moving target with a reticle. Both the target and the reticle were

presented on a monocular helmet-mounted display at optical infinity. The reticle was

presented at the center of the display.

* Six male subjects particiuated. They were either students or researchers.
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Results

a With the use of filter A, which had a 48 ms lead, mean radial error was significantly

reduced when the imposed lag was greater than, or equal to, 100 ms (p< 0.05, Wilcoxon

matched-pairs signed ranks tests).

* For imposed time delays less than, or equal to, 20 ms however, mean radial error was

significantly increased with the use of filt-3r B, which had 117 ms lead (p<0.05,

Wilcoxon). This was because the time lead produced by the filter was greater than the

total display lag present (total lag = imposed lag + system lag).

* From Figure 6.19, it can be observed that the use of filter B forced the subjects to adopt

new tracking strategies which produced more phase lags. Consequently, with the 100 ms

time delay condition, the use of filter B produced less improvement in the tracking error

than filter A. even though filter B had a longer prediction time (Figure 6.17). The changes

in tracking strategy when filter B was used were thought to have been due to the jittering

of images produced by amplified measurement noise. Lag compensation by filter B

induced a higher subjective difficulty rating for the tracking tasks than lag compensation

by filter A (data not shown here).

Comparison with other studies

* Ref. 3 reported a computer simulation study of the use of a simple non-linear prediction

algorithm to compensate for lags occurring during high velocity step movements of the

head. The algorithm used acceleration data and was reported to have been successfully

implemented in a fiber optic helmet-mounted display.

* Ref. 1 utilized an adaptive least-meani-square predictor to predict pilot head look

direction. Computer simulations showed that the predictor was capable of good

predictions for input signals that change their characteristics linearly with time (e.g. a

swept sine with decreasing amplitude) but needed improvement to predict head

movements whose characteristics change randomly with time.

-33--
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References (*: key reference(s))

1. Albrecht (1989) 2. Bernard and Smith 1984)

3. List (1983) 4. So and Griffin 01991a)

5. So and Griffin (1991b) *6. So and Griffin (1992)

7. Sobiski and Cordullo (1987)
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6.1.5 Lag compensation by image deflection and head position prudiction

General description

Images on a head-coupled system are positioned incorrectly due to display lag (see

Section 6.1.1 for details of lag-induced position error). By deflecting the lagged image to

the currently correct angular position, the image maintains correct correspondence with

the outside world. The principle of the image deflection technique is explained in Method

Section. Image deflection significantly improved two dimensional head tracking

performance in the presence of imposed display lags (up to 380 ms, system display lag

was 40 ms) and performance was restored to that without an imposed lag (Figures 6.20

and 6.21). The amount of image deflection required to compensate for the display lags

increased with inc-easing lag iFigure 6.22). The imags deflection reduced the field-of-view

and introduced parallax errors (see Method Section). Both were expected to degrade

tracking performance although their effects were not apparent in the tracking

measurements (Figure 6.20). The explanations reported were: (i) images used were not

in three dimensional perspective, therefore parallax error did not affect the image quality

and (ii) the target was always captured near the center of the field-of-view, therefore

reduction of the field of-view had I;ttle effect on the perception of the target. For imposed

display lags less than 280 ms, the use of a simple head position prediction algorithm

significantly reduced the amount of image deflect-on required (Figure 6.22) and would

therefor reduce parallax errors and reductions of the field-of-view. The principle of the

simple head position prediction algorithm is illustrated in Table 6.1.

Applications

Design of h ;ad-coupled simulator.

Methods (ref. 5)

Test conditions

0 Mean radial head tracking error and subjective difficulty rating were measured with

different imposed display lags (0i ms to 380 ms, system display lag was 40 ms), with and
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without image deflection, and with and

without head position prediction. lags
I ags-def I ec tion /
l .. s-deflecti:on~predLctiol1

* The amount of deflection used to _

compensate for different imposed display -

lags was measured. ./

* The target motions used in both pitch ' -

and yaw axes were random signals 0 100 200 300 400

integrated twice and band-pass filtered Additional Time Delays (ms)

between 0.01 and 0.63 Hz. The duration Figure 6.20 Mean radial head tracking error
with different display lags and 3 lag

was 60 seconds. compensation techniques (median of 12
subjects, adapted from ref. 5).

Experimental details

0 Independent variables: display lag, lag compensation by image deflection, head position

prediction and combined image deflection with head position prediction.

0 Dependent variables: mean radial head

tracking error, subjective difficulty rating 5

and the amount of image deflection. lsgsadsflection"'4 1ags-deflection-prediction

* Subject's task: track a moving target 3. /

with a reticle. Both the target and the /

reticle were presented on a monocular . -, /'- --u --. • /(' '+/

helmet-mounted display at optical infinity. -

The reticle was presented at the center of

the display. 0 t0o 200 300 i00

Additional Time Delay. (* i)

Rating:0 = nor difficult 3 - difficult

• Twelve male subj.acts participated. They a I itlo difficul 4 very diffi-.I.
I fairly di ficult 5 - xtrfe•,L Okificuli

were either students or researchers.
Figure 6.21 Subjective difficulty rat rig
with different display lag-" and 3 1 g
compensation techniques (i idian of 12
subjects, adapted from raf. 5).
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Technical details-

SImae deflection: benefit. .
' ma det.iI f - -o prediction

The visual effect of display lag, and the no prediction

benefits of image deflection on a head- -

coupled image is illustrated in Figure 6.23. 2 x

Although computer-generated images were -

used in all the studies reviewed, a head-

slaved camera is used for illustration.

Figure 6.23 shows the effect on the 0 1 200 300 ,0

displayed image when the head of an Additional Trl, Delays (m-)

operator moves to acquire a stationary Figure 6.22 The amount of image

target at a constant angular velocity, jh, deflection used to compensate for different
display lags with and without head position

assuming the head-slaved camera follows prediction (median of 12 subjects, adapted

with a constant time delay, r. After a from ref 5).

time, t, the head has traveled an angle of

ah = O•t (1)

but the camera and images captured have only moved to 0,, where

0, - Ohjt- T)

= Oh - OhT (2)

Therefore, by deflecting the screen with an Table 6.1 The simple head position
offset of BAT, the image is restored to its prediction algorithm (adapted from ref. 5).

correct position.

ii(L~n) - H(t) + (head v*locity) x (n)

SLmage deflectin; reduction in fi,•ld-of- .-_--

v e w h zere.-

HO) - H(t-4t,)

Suppose the target is separated from the head velocity (instantan.ous) -
41,

initial head position by an angie, 0, and Key:

that the field-of-view (FOV) of the camera H(E) - ineasured head posItion at tIm, L 5,

subtends an angle of ;p. The image of the n - predict ion time (ins)

H(t+n) - predicted head posit Ion at (9 + n ms n

target will only be captured if it falls within - 20 (-.i p, ,lod)

the FOV of the camera:

i.e. 9f, - 0, s 12/ (3)

substituting Oc from (2):
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0,.- 0, + 1 /2 (4)

If we arrange equation (4), we get:

0. - Of -s (W - 2jhr)/2 (5)

where ((p - 286r) is defined as th3 effectivw .0e

FOV, which is two times the maximum \.rge -

angular separation allowable between the _,,lay
Im g. .- .I• • a c "-

target and the observer's line-of-sight so defLd,.n..] - _-

that the target will fall within display. CaM-._/ itial hand "le

images seen on the display (Oh- 01)

From equation (5), one can see that this

effective FOV is reduced by any time delay L. _----

no lag with lag lag+deflecLion

(r). (

Resuits (ref. 5) Figure 6.23 Illustration of effects of lags
between head movement and image

SThe imovement on images captured by a head-
0 The image deflection technique (both slaved camera. The effect of image

with and without head position prediction) deflection is also shown (adapted from
ref. 5).

significantly reduced radial error and

improved the subjective difficulty rating (Figures 6.20 and 6.21). This is confirmed by the

results of the Friedman two-way analysis of variance by ranks.

9 The amount of deflection required to corn. )nsate for the lags in the yaw-axis inc eased

with increasing imposed display lags (Figure 6.22). The result in the pitch-axis was similar

but is not shown here.

* The simple head position prediction algorithm (Table 6.1) was shown to reduce the

amount of deflection used in both the pitch and yaw axes (the pitch-axis data is shown

in Figure 6.22).

Coinparison with other studies

0 Ref. 1 reported the use of an image deflection technique to compensate the laq in a

head-coupled visual loop of a head-coupled simulator. The simulator used a dome screen

with head-coupled projector rather than a helmet-mounted display, tharof ore the restriction
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in thn field-of-view was not important. Detailed description of the deflection technique

used was included in ref. 1 and it was patented jref. 2), however no human

experimentation was reported.

9 The simple head position algorithm used in ref. 5 was replaced with phase lead filters

(ref. 6). With imposed display lags, similar head tracking performance was obtained with

less reduction in the field-of-view and parallax error as compared to the results in ref. 5.

These filters were optimized to produce time leads in the frequency range 0 to 0.6 Hz.

Constraints

9 Studies were conducted in laboratory environments. The benefits of lag compensation

by combined head position prediction and Image deflection in operational head-coupled

simulator should be investigated.

Reference3 (*: key reference(s))

""1. Allen and Hebb (1983) 2. Allen et. al (1984)

3. Lewis et.al (1987) 4. So and Griffin (1991 a)

"5. So and Griffin (1991b) *6. So and Griffin (1992)
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6.2 Head-slaved weapon control loop

A block diagram showing a head-slaved weapon control loop within a simulator is shown

in Figure 4.8. This loop provides the position control of a head-slaved device and feeds

back this position in terms of the position of a reticle. The variables investigated in this

section include head reticle lag and the visual feedback of the position of a head-slaved

device lagging behind the line-of-sight.

6.2.1 Reticle lag

General description

In addition to presenting information to operators, head-coupled systems can be used for

aiming and target designation. One such application will be the head-slaved turret gun in

a combat helicopter: as a pilot turns his or her head to track the target, the gun follows.

The instantaneous position of the head-slaved gun may be displayed as a reticle on a

helmet-mounted display (HMD). Due to the inevitable lag in the head-slaved device (turret

gun), the reticle will always lag behind the head-pointing angle. Hence, the lag has been

referred to as 'reticle lag'. Tracking performance with a head-slaved device was found to

be significantly degraded by lags greater than, or equal to, 80 ms (Figure 6.24, the system

has a 40 ms display lag and no reticle lag). With head tracking transfer fitnction

measurements, it was reported that as the lag increased, the subject decreased his gain

from unity and the phase lag became larger which, in turn, increased the tracking error

(Figure 6.25).

Applications

Design of head-slaved devices.

Methods (ref. 2)

rest conditions

* Meart radial tracking error and head tracking transfer functions were measured with
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different reticle lags (0 ms to 400 ms).

The system had a 40 ms display lag and --

no reticle lag.

0 The target motions used in both pitch

and yaw axis were random signals 2 -

integrated once, high-pass filtered at

0.01 Hz (24 dB/octave) and low-pass

filtered at 1.2 Hz (120 dB/octave). Additional TIMM 0 -u- (MW. )--

Figure 6.24 Mean radial error in degree with
Experimental details different reticle lags (median of B trials, 1

subject, adapted from ref. 2).

0 Independent variable: reticle lag.

* Dependent variables: mean radial error and head tracking transfer function.

* Subject's task: track a moving target with a head-slaved reticle. Both the target and the

reticle wers presented on a monocular helmet-mounted display at optical infinity. The

reticle had an open cross shape with an inner diameter of 1.2 degrees.

* One male subject participated. Eight trials were recorded.

40.80,160m.

-40 I280,32o.360.L•0m.-lao __________________________, ________

0.0

0.0 ,.2 0.4 o.6 0.3 1.0

1requeic7 (E%)

Figure 6.25 Head tracking transfer functions in the yaw.axis with different reticle lags
(averuge of 8 trials, 1 subject, adapted from ref. 2).
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Results (ref. 2)

* Moan radial error increased significantly for reticle lags greater than, or equal to, 80 ms

(p< 0.05, Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed ranks tests).

* Head tracking transfer functions in the yaw axis are shown in Figure 6.25. The transfer

functions in the pitch-axis were similar and are not shown. As tho lag increased, the

subject decreased his gain from unity and the phase lag became larger which, in turn,

increased the tracking error.

Comparison with other studies

* Figure 6.25 (ref. 1) indicated that mean radial head tracking error increased with

increasing reticle lag. However, , threshold lag was not reported. The experimental head-

coupled system used in ref. 1 was different from that used in ref. 2 (see Table 5.1,

Sention 5.0). 8 male subjects were used in ref. 1.

* Ref. 1 reported that with imposed reticle

lags greater than, or equal to, 80 ms, head ,, -

tracking performance improved when the

visual feedback in the form of a reticle

lagging behind tihe operator's line-of-sight

vas removed.

Constraints

0 Only one male subject was used in Figure 6.26 Mean radial tracking error with

ref. 2. different rmticle lags (Median of 8 subjects,
adapted from ref. 1).

References (*: key reference(s))

1. Eyre and Griffin (1992)

2. So and Griffin (1991 a)
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6.3 Manual control loop

A block diagram showing a manual control loop within a simulator is shown in Figure 4.8.

The variables investigated in this section are as follows:

(i) manual display lag (Section 6.3.1);

(ii) time lead with lag (Section 6.3.2);

(iii) lag in motion cue presentation (Section 6.3.3).

Sections 6.3.1 to 6.3.2 concern the effects of time delay variables whilst Section 6.3.3

concerns the related effects of a simulator hardware variable.

6.3.1 Manual display lag

General description

In the manual control loop of a head-coupled system, lags occur between the input from

a hand controller and the resultant change in the visual output. Similar lags occur in

manual control systems with panel-mounted displays and their effects have been the

subject of many studies (transmission lag, Boff and Lincoln (1988), Warrick (1949);

simulator delay, Riccio et. al (1987); system transport delay, Gum and Albey (1977)).

In a head-coupled system, this type of lag has previously been referred to as 'throughput

lag'. Since, like display lag, it affects the orientati in of the ent;re visual field, this type of

lag will hereafter be refrred to as 'manual display lag'. If a head-coupled system is used

as a helicopter simulator, as the manual display lag increases, the Cooper-Harper rating

increases, so indicating degradation of helicopter simulated hamndiirig qualities (Figures 6.2"1

and 6.28).

Applications

Design of head-coupled simulators and tele-operated vehicle system.
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Figure 6.27 Cooper-Harper rating (adapted from ref. 1 and Cooper and Harper, 1969).

Methods

Test conditions (ref. 1)

0 Simulated helicopter maneuvers: narrow --

slalom or dolphin (high speed), serpentine

(low speed-hover) and longitudinal quick

stop (transition between high and low___________

speed). z i

7gma. OILAY - "SIC

-; 0Ta3sk Avevaltintn with Cooper-Harper

rating were taken, with difterent manual Figure 6.28 Effects of manual display lags
on Cooper-Harper ratings with three types

display lags (87 ms to 254 ins). (,,)of flight manoeuvres (Median of 4
subjects, adapted from ref. 1).

Experimental details (ref. 1)

9 Independent variables: helicopter maneuver and manual display lag.
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0 Dependent variables: subjective evaluation of the task with Cooper-Harper rating.

* Subject's task: fly a simulated high performance helicopter in three typas of maneuver.

Each maneuver took approximately 40 minutes.

0 Four former military helicopter pilots participated. Their total flight time ranged from

2650 to 7300 hours.

Results (ref. 1)

* It was found that with increased manual display lag the Cooper-Harper rating increased

indicating degradation in perceived handling qualities (Figure 6.28).

* For the types of helicopter simulated, there was not a definite manual display lag at

which the ratings changed abruptly.

References (*: key refetence(s))

"1. Woltkamp et. al (1988)

Cross references

Ref. 1 in Section 6.1.3. Effects of an exponential display lag on simulated helicopter flight

path estimation tasks with head-coupled systems.
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6.3.2 Time lead with manual disp;ay lag

During this literature survey, few published studies concerned with the effects of lag

within the manual control loop of a head-coupled system were found and only one of them

dealt with lag compensation by prediction (Friedmann et. al, 1992). Although time

histories indicating the potential benefits of lag compensation by a Kalman filter were

shown in that study, no objective data such as tracking error or time-on-target were

reported. This approach to lag compensation in a manual control loop with a panel-

mounted display has been the subject of many studies. Various methods have been

proposed to improve the performance: single interval lead filters, Taylor series

extrapolations, trapezoidal integration algorithm and split-path non-linear filters. They have

been tested in manual simulation environments and the results have been published in Gum

and Albery (1977), Malone and Horowitz ( 987), McFarland (1988), Jewell and Clement

S(1987) and Hess and Myers (1985).

It is the intention of this review to concentrate on the effect of lags within head-coupled

systems. Therefore, detailed reviews of the above studies have not boon included in this

section. Brief summaries of some of the references mentioned above are attached as

Appendix B.

6.3.3 Lags in motion cue presentation

As with Section 6.3.2, no published study which dealt with the effects of lags in manual

controlled motion cues within a head-coupled system was found. Similar effects of lags

in motion cue presentatioi within a manual control loop with a panel-mounted display have

been the ubject of several studies. Boff and Lincoln (1988) have reviewed studies

concerned with the effect of temporal mismatch of motion and visual displays on

continuous tracking with nimult•d aircraft dynRmics. Miller and Riley (1976) reported that

as task difficulty increased, the amount of acceptable time delay between visual and

motion cues decreases. The task difficulty was quantified by the Cooper-Harper aircraft

handling quality ratings and the target frequency content.

Detailed reviews of the above studies have not been included in this section. Brief

summaries of some of the references mentioned above are attached as Appendix B.
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6.4 Eye-coupled visual loop

A block diagram showing an eye-coupled visual loop within a simulator is shown in

Figure 4.8. This loop could provide an eye-slaved high resolution insert that blends into

the visual field of the simulator. The variable investigated in this section is eye-display lag

(Section 6.4.1).

6.4.1 Eye-display lag

General description

In a simulator, the concept of using an eye-slaved high resolution graphic insert in a low

resolution background has been developed to provide an image scene of high detail and

resolution at a reasonable cost and speed (ref. 2). This insert has previously been referred

to as eye-slaved area of interest (AOI, refs. 1, 3 and 4). Two different approaches have

been taken to implement this concept. The first approach was to project the insert on the

inside of a dome or flat display screen (ref. 1). The second approach was to p-esent the

insert on a wide field-of-view helmet-mounted display (rafs. 3 and 4). The structure of

various simulators with eye-slaved insert can be found in Table 5.1, Section 5.0. In both

implementations, lags occur between the onset of head and eye movement and the

moment at which the eye-slaved insert responds. The sources of this lag include eye-

tracker, head tracker, computer image generation and servo driven mirror assembly that

steer the insert optically (refs. 1, 3 and 4). Such a lag will hereafter be referred to as 'eye-

display lag'. The effect of eye-display lags on a combined target identification and manual

control task was studied (ref 1). With an imposed eye-display lag less than, or equal to,

50 ms (system eye-display lag was 140 ms), little performance variation was observed.

Beyond 50 ms, performance degraded appreciably (ret. 1). To locate, aim and recognize

a target with saccadic eye movements, an imposed eye-display lag of 50 ms had only a

minor effect on aiming accuracy, however the number of target recognized was reduced.

Applications

Development of eye-slaved high resolution graphic inserts in head-coupled simulators.
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Methods (ref. 1)

Two studies from ref. 1 are reviewed here. The head-coupled system used was the Eye-

Slaved Projector Raster inset (ESPRIT) visual test bed (see Table 5.1, Section 5.0). The

system eye-display lag reportad was 140 ins and extra eye-display lags were additional to

this 140 rns eye-display lag. The ESPRIT system comprised a flat display screen, a fixed

background projector, a control stick, a graphics image generator, a helmet with integrated

head and eye tracker and an eye-slaved insert projector. The background image resolution

was 11 minutes of arc and its field-of-view (FOV) was 760 x 640.. The eye-slaved insert

had a resolution of 2.5 minutes of arc and a FOV of 180 (circular).

Test conditions (study 1)

0 Detailed performance measurements were not reported. However. they were likely to

be manual tracking error and target recognition error with different im~posed eye-display

lags (0 ms to 150 ms, in addition to the system eye-display lag of 140 ms).

a The eye-slaved insert size was set to 18 degrees (circular).

Experimental details (study 1)

* Independent variable: imposed eye-display lag.

* Dependent variables: overall performance (it may consist of manual tracking error and

target recognition error).

* Subject's task: manually steer a simulated aircraft through a narrow canyon. The

aircraft's altitude and speed were fixed and lateral steering was controlled by subjects.

A drift factor was introduced to add some difficulty to the task. The canyon had a narrow

path on it's floor for the aircraft to follow, randomly placed targets and decoys were

presented along the canyon for target detection and identification. A picture of the canyon

is shown in Figure 6.29.

9 Twenty subjects participated. Some of whom were pilots.
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Test conditions (study 2)

0 Target acquisition time, reading (fixation) time for each target, and target recognition

error were measured with different imposed eve-display lags (0 ms to 50 ms, in addition

to the system eye-display lag).

Experimental details

(study 2)

* Independent variable: imposed eye-

display lag.

* Dependent variables: target

acquisition time; target reading
(fixation) time and recognition error. Figure 6.29 Canyon with textured floor and

walls, presented on the ESPRIT system, adapted

0 Subject's task: locate a target, from ref. 1

identify the target, and then look to the next target rapidly. Each target, if properly

recognized, would provide information needed for the next saccade. Targets were

presented at the four corners of the flat display screen, Each target provided a short radial

line pointing towards the next target (Figure 6.30).

a Twenty-six subjects participated. Some

"of whom were p..:)ts.

Keys

R esults target
raidia ne

* With an imp-,odd eye-display lag less

than, or equal to, 50 ms (system eye-

display lag was 140 ms), little performance

variation was observed. Beyond this level, Figure 6.30 Thagrammatic illustration of

perforMance degraded appreciably (ret. 1). the target co. guration for study 2, adapted
from ref. 2.

* To locate, aimn and recognize a target with saccadic eye mnovements, an imposed e,'e-
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display lag of 50 ms had only a minor effect on aiming accuracy, however the number of

targets recognized was reduced (see subject's task for the meaning of a properly

recognized target).

Constraints

0 No measurements or statistical data were shown in ref. 1.

References (*: kel reference(s))

"1. Browder and Chambers (1988)

2. Eyre and Griffin (1992)

3. Geltmacher (1988)

* .4. Lypaczewski et. ai (1987)

5. Longridge et. al (1990)
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6.5 Eye-slaved weapon control loop

A block diagram showing an eyL,-slaved weapon control loop within a simulator is shown

in Figure 4.8. This loop enables the position control of an eye-slaved device and feeds

back this position as a reticle presentation. The variables investigated in this section

include eye-reticle lag and the visual feedback of the position of an eye-slaved device

lagging behind the gaze angle.

6.5.1 Eye-reticle lag

General description

Similar to a head-slaved weapon (Section 6.2), lags occur in controlling an eye-slaved

weapon. The position of an eye-slaved weapon is fed back to an operator as a reticle

lagging behind the gaze angle. Such a lag has previously been referred to as reticle lag

(refs. 1 and 2) and will hereafter be referred as 'eye-reticle lag'. Figure 6.31 shows a

diagrammatic illustration of the apparatus during the study in ref. 1. With a two

dimensional band-limited random tracking task, mean radial tracking error increased with

increasing eye-reticle lag (Figure 6.32). It is possible to withdraw the iye-slaved reticle

feedback. in which case an operator will track in an open-loop fashion. That is, despite

the lag in the dynamic response of an eye-slaved weapon, an operator will track a target

as if no lags existed. Although there will be no visual indication for the eye-reticle lag,

such lag remains and affects the tracking performance of an eye-slaved weapon. This lag

will be referred to as a 'dynamic response lag', it's magnitude will be the same as that of

the eye-reticle lag. It was found that for imposed eye-reticle lags of 160 ms and below,

the presentation of a reticle degrades eye tracking performance. For eye-reticle lags

greater than 160 ms and up to 320 ms, no significant difference in tracking performance

with and withoui reiillI- presentation was found. The system .y.-rticle irig was 60 ins.

Applications

Design of eye-slaved devices and their visual interfaces with operators.
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"•keleton suspension helmet

GEC Binocular 40x30 degree HMD
ISCAN RK520/'RK426 Eye Tracking Systern

Bite--bor and chin- strop

Darkened environment

Hard _- "
flat
seat

Figure 6.31 Apparatus used to investigate the effect of eye-reti'le lag on eye tracking

performance (adapted from ref. 2).

Methods (ref. 2)

Test '-onditions

* Mean radial eye tracking eroor wa 4.

measured with different impoel-d eye-

reticle lags (0 ms io 320 ms,. with a ..

system eye-reticle display laq of 60 mns), . .

* Subjects were asked to track a target

with their eyes without an cyG-reticle, uye ,., _' 11.0

displacemonr time histories in both pitch

and yaw axes were measured. Lags from Figure 6.32 Mean radial eye tracking error
0 ms to 320 ms were added to these time with different eye-reticle la(t (a curve fitting

histories and moan radiii tracking errors whs elso shown, a,4aptud from rei. 4).

were calculated Nith reference to the

target motion timna history.
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0 The target motions used in both pitch and yaw axes were random signals band-pass

filtered between 0.01 and 2.0 Hz (60 dB/octave roll-off). The duration was 120 seconds.

Experimental details

a Independent variables: eye-reticle lag, eye-reticle feedback and lag within an eye-slaved

weapon control loop (dynamic response lag) when no eye-reticle was used.

* Dependent variables: oye displacement time history and mean radial eye tracking error.

* Subject's task: track a moving target with an eyo-slavud reticle or the gaze. Both the

target and the reticle were presented on a binocular helmet-mounted display at optical

infinity. The reticle had a 20 radius.

* Ten male subjects participated. They woem either students or researchers.

Resufts (ref. 2)

o Mean radial eye tracking error increased with increasing eye-reticle lag (Figure 6.32).

a Without reticle feedback, mean radial eye tracking error increased with increasing

dynamic response lag of an eye-slaved weapon (Figure 6.32).

* With dynamic response lags less than, or equal to, 160 ins, there was a significant

degradation in tracking performance with the addition of an eye-slaved reticle (p<0.01,

Wilcoxon matched-pair signed ranks two-tailed). The system eye-reticle lag was 60 ms.

a For the addition of Ians mreater than 160 ms and up to 320 ms, no significant difference

in tracking p3rformance with and without reticle presentation was found.

Constraints

* These findings may only apply when the target motion is band-limited random.
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* Only continuous eye tracking was studied. The effect of eye-reticle lag on tasks, such

as target acquisition, was not investigated.

References (*: key reforence(s)i

"1. Eyre and Griffin (1991) 2. Eyre and Griffin (1992)

5I
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7.0 PREVIOUS RESEARCH ON INTERACTIONS AMONG LAGS IN VARIOUS FEEDBACK

LOOPS

A survey of literature has been conducted concerning the effects of interactions among

lags in head-coupled simulator,. The results are shown in Table 7.1.

Table 7.1 List of references concerning effects of lags in a head-coupled simulator

Log head-coupled viual loop head-alaved manual control loop eyeoule eye-slavood
source weapon weual loop wapopn

CIO hP FULN head reticli stick motion eye visual eye reticle
Controlr 1Q~jL 

Wnýr
C t G x 4 a 3 .9 2 .

ITS x 4.8 3592 1.4_

FLIR/ X 6

head 4.8 4.8 Xreticke

ftick 3x 3_57 1 .

motion 6.7 x

eye visual 2 2 X
fnmf

eys reticle 1.4, 1,4 X

1. Barnes (1990) 2. Browder and Chambers (1988)

3. Held (1990) 4. Eyre anc Griffin (1992)

5. Grunwald et.a/ (1991) 6. Miller and Riley (1976)*

7. Reid and Nahon 01987) 8. So and Griffin (1991a)

9. William (1987)

studies with panel-mounted display

More than 100 papers concerning the effects of lags within head-coupled systems were

found. Most of the studies involved more than one lag source, but only a few investigated

the interactions between individual lags.
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8.0 GENERAL DISCUSSION. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

8.1 Effects of variabies within a head-coupled visual loop

8.1.1 General discussion

Head-coupled systems enable an operator to view continuously information appropriate to

the instantaneous line-oa-sight of the head. However, head-coupled imarje movements

suffer lags in their responses to head movements (display lag). This type of lag causes a

head-coupled image to be positioned incorrectly on a helmet-mounted display. This

position error has been shown, both theoretically and experimentally, to increase linearly

with increasing display lag and target velocity. Studies have shown that as display lag

increased, head tracking performance decreased. In the light of the experimental findings,

it is hypothesized that with a display lag within a head-coupled system, the degradation

of head tracking performance is mainly due to the incorrect target position feedback (i.e.

position error).

Display lag compensation by image deflection has been shown to be effect;ve. However,

the associated parallax error and the reduction in field-of-view may degrade pe, formance

when complex images in three dimensional perspective are used. The benefits of display

lag compensation solely by head position prediction have been found to be restricted by

high frequency noise, perceived as jittery image movement.

With display lags up to 380 ms, the combined use of a simple head position prediction and

image deflection technique has been shown to restore tracking perfo:mance with less

parallax error, less reduction in field-of-view and smoother image movement than the use

of either image deflection or image prediction alone. The simple head position predictor

was replaced by several phase lead filters, and similar head tracking performance was

obtained wi h further reduction in both the parallax errors and the restriction of the field-of-

viow. Those filters were optimized to produce time leads over the frequency range 0 to

0.6 Hz. So far. studies concerned with lag compensation by combined head position

prediction and imagoJ detluic.tion have crnly been conducted in laboratory conditions. The

henafits of this !ag compensation techniq~ue in a simulator environment have yet to be

coni-irmed.
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Studies of the effects of display lag have been focused on continuous head tracking tasks.

Other tasks, such as target acquisition, may need further attention.

With 'search and read' tasks, exponential display lags with time constants of 0.04 second

or more have been found to increase reading time. The use of combined head position

prediction and image deflection to compensate the effects of exponential display lags has

not been studied.

8.1.2 Conclusions and recommendations

Lag-induced position error increases linearly with increasing display lag and target velocity.

For two dimensional continuous hoad tracking tasks, performance has been found to be

significantly degraded for display lags greater than, or equal to, 40 ms (in additional to a

system display lag of 40 ms).

Measurements of mean radial error showed that the image deflection technique greatly

improved head tracking performance with display lag.

The amount of deflection needed to compensate for the display lag, and the consequent

reduction of field-of-view, increased in proportion to the Iag. This also introduced parallax

errors.

Mean radial head tracking errors were reduced by using head position prediction with

phase lead filters. These filters were optimized to give time leads over the frequt. ncy range

0 to 0.6 Hz.

With lag compensation by optimized phase lead filters, the inevitable amplitications at

frequencies higher than the prediction range introduced jittery image movement. This was

subjectively disturbing and degraded the image quality.

With display lags, measurements of mean radial tracking error and subjective difficulty

rating showed that combined image deflection and head position prediction techniques

greatly imnroved tracking peiformance with less parallax error, less reduction of field-of-
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view and a smoother image mowvement.

Studies of the effects of display lag have been focused on continuous head tracking.

Other tasks, such as target acquisition, may need further attention.

The benefits of lag compensation hy combined image deflection and head position

prediction in a simulator environment has yet to be confirmed.

With 'search and read' tasks, exponential display lags with time constants of 0.04 second

or more increased the reading time.

8.2 Effects ot variables within a head-slaved weapon control loop

8.2.1 General discussion

Head-coupled systems can be used to search and designate a target. One such application

is the head-slaved weapon. The instantaneous orientation of a head-slaved device can be

displayed as a reticle on a helmet-mounted display. Due to the lag in the dynamic

response of the head-slaved device, the reticle will always lag behind the head-pointing

angle (reticle lag). The mean radial tracking error was found to increase with increasing

reticle lag. With reticle lags greater than, or equal to, 80 ms head tracking performance

improved when the visual feedback (in the form of a reticle lagging behind the operator's

line-of-sight) was removed. However, this visual feedback may be nocessary while

performing operations such as 'aim and shoot' tasks, when decisions to shoot are made

on the basis of tracking accuracy. As one of the key references reviewed in Section 6.2

contains results from only one subject, further studies to confirm the finding are needed.

Investigations have been focused on continuous tracking so as to obtain head tracking

transfer functions. However, one use of a head-slaved weapon will be to search and

designate a target. Studies to investigate the effect of reticle lag in a target acquisition

task are required.

8.2.2 Conclusions and recommendations

Mean radial tracking error was found to increase with in~creasing reticle lag.
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With reticle lags greater than, or equal to, 80 ms head tracking performance improved

when the visual feedback (in the form of a reticle lagging behind the operator's line-of..

sight) was removed.

Studies to investigate the effect o reticle lag in a target acquisition task are recommended

as this task represents a common use of a head-slaved device.

8.3 Effects of variables within a manual control loop

8.3.1 General discussion

The effects of lags on manual control performance with panel-mounted displays have been

the subject of many studies: lags associated with control orders (Allen and Jex, 1968)

(Privosnik et. al, 1985), pure lags (Bailey and Knotts, 1987; Ricco et. al, 1987), modeling

the effects of lags (Levison et.al, 1979; Levison and Papazian, 1987), lag compensation

by phase lead filters (Crane, 1983), lag compensation by non-linear filters (Hess and

Myers, 1985), lags in mnotion cues (Miller and Riley, 1976).

Boff and Lincoln (1988) and Boff et. al (1 986) have reviewed studies concerned with the

effects of lags on continuous tracking whilst Merriken and Riccio (1987) have reviewed

studies concerned with the effects of lags in flight simulators.

In comparison with the numerous studies on panel-mounted displays, there are relatively

few publications on the subject of the effect of lags in manual control performance with

head-coupled displays (manual display lag). Woltkamp et. al (1988) reported that manual

display lag degrades the perceived handling qualities of a head-coupled helicopter

simulator. From an engineering point-of-view, it is expected that if an operator keeps his

head stationary during a manual control task, ,he effects of manual display lag should lie

similar to those encountered in front of a comparable panel-mounted display. However,

further studies are needed to test this hypothesis.

When an operator moves his head during a manual control task with ai head-coupled

display, two types of lag are present: manual display lag and display lag. Section 7.0

summarizes the results of a survey of published studies of the interactions between these
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lags in a head-coupled system. In a head-coupled sysctem, both the manual control loop

and the head-coupled visual loop enable an operator to control the orientation of the entire

visual field. When both loops are in operation, their visual effects may not be

distinguishable. For example, an operator who pulls up the nose of an aircraft in a

simulator, may tilt the head upwards rather than pull back the control stick. With the

provision of adequate training this confusion may be reduced by displaying the appropriate

information. However, the presence of lags in both control loops is likely to escalate the

problem. Some form of lag compensation may be bentficial.

8.3.2 Conclusions and recommendations

Manual display lag was found to degrade the perceived handling qualities of a head-

coupled helicopter simulator.

Studies are recommended to test the following hypothesis: in the presence of lags in both

the manual control loop and the head-coupled visual loop, an operator may not be able to

identify the visual feedback from an individual loop and hence performance may be

degraded.

8.4 Effe.tu of variables within an eye-coupled visual loop

8.4.1 General discussion

In head-coupled simulators, an eye-slaved high resolution graphic insert to a low iesolution

background is frequently used to reduce the need to compute a high resolution background

covering a large field-of-view. Inevitable lags occur between the onset of a head and eye

movement arid the moment at which an eye-slaved insert responds (aye display lag).

Imposed eye display lags greater than 50 ms have been shown to degrade lateral manual

tracking performance. The simulator had a system eye display lag of 140 ms and the

effect of the lag on performance was unknown. To study the effect of this lag, a system

with an eye display lag of less than, or equal to, 50 ms is recommended.

Studies to investigate the effect of eye display lag on performance with continuous

* tracking tasks (smooch pursuit eye movement) and target acquisition tasks (saccadic eye
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movement) are recommended.

In order to compensate for the eye display lag, the lag sources need to be identified. Eye

display lag is reported to have been introduced in the following processes: head position

measurement, eye position measurement, computer image generation and eye-slaved insert

projection (Browder and Chamber, 1988). Although the relative contributions from each

process varies across different head-coupled systems (Geltmacher, 1988), eye display lag

is mainly introduced during eye position measurement and computer image generation.

The prediction of the final eye position of a saccadic eye movement has previously been

studied (Bahill and Kallman, 1983). The feasibility of applying lag compensation by means

of eye position prediction and image deflection should be investigated. Simulator variables

such as the size of the insert have been investigated and no significant effect was reported

(Browder and Chambers, 1988). However, the combined effect of increasing eye display

lag and reducing eye-slaved insert size have not yet been studied.

8.4.2 Conclusions and recommendations

Imposed eye display lags greater than 50 ms have been shown to degrade lateral manual

tracking performance.

To study the effects of eye display lag, a head-coupled system with an eye display lag less

than, or equal to, 50 ms is recommended.

Studies are recommended to investigate the feasibility of applying lag compensation by

means uf head position prediction and image deflection in systems where eye display lag

is present.

8.5 Effects ot variables within an oye-siaved weapon control loop

8.5.1 General discussion

The ability to use the eyes to direct an aiming device towards a target is of great potential.

However, lags occur in controlling an eye-slaved weapon. The position of an eye-slaved

weapon can be fed back to an operator as a reticle lagging behind the gaze angle (eye-
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reticle lag). Mean radial eye tracking error increased with increasing eye-reticle lag. With

eye-reticle lags, it has been shown that eye tracking performance improved when the

visual feedback in the form of a reticle lagging behind the gaze angle was removed.

Studies have been focused on continuous eye tracking (i.e. smooth pursuit tracking). As

one use of a human eye is to search and locate a target, effects of eye- reticle lag on tasks

such as target acquisition should be investigated. Such tasks are likely to involve saccade

eye movements, It is hypothesized that the effect of eye-reticle lag will be more severe

with saccadic eye movements than with smooth pursuit tracking movements.

8.5.2 Conclusions and recommendations

Mean radial eye tracking error increased with increasing eye-reticle lag.

With eye-reticle lags, the removal of the visual feedback in terms of a reticle lagging behind

the gaze angle was shown to improve eye tracking performance.

Studies are recommended to investigate the effects of ey6-reticle lag on a target

acquisition task so as to test the following hypothesis: the effect of eye-reticle lag will be

more severe in irget acquisition tasks (saccadic eye movements) than during continuous

tracking (smooth pursuit tracking).

8.6 Effects of Interactions among lags in various feedback loops

8.6.1 General discussion

During the period of this research, tew published studies concerning the interactions

among the lags in head-coupled systems were found. Further review of the literature

consulted may reveal further information.

As indicated in Section 5.0, a head-coupled simulator consists of many feedback loops,

each with its associated lag. The interactions among these laqs are unknown end may

cause performance degradation (Section 8.3.1). However, studies to investigate these

interactions may be difficult as many variables will be involved. To optimize the research

effort, modeling the effects of lags on performance is requived when conducting
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experimental studies. Tho models should be developed on the basis of the following

assumptions and hypothesises: (i) in a simulator, most of the lags affect an operator

through their effects on the visual presentEdIion, (ii) with an imposed lag, the degradation

of performance is mainly due to the lag-induced incorrect visual feedback (Section 8.1.1)

and (iii) the effects of the individual lags on performance can be linearly combined with

appropriate weightings for each effect. Assumptions (i) and (ii) can be tested with

laboratory experiments. For example, with display lags and reticle lags, the effects on

performance can b described in two stages: (a) the lag-induced position errors in target

or reticle movements and (b) the effects of these position errors on c"rformance.

Assuming there is no interaction between the two lags, their conmbined effects on

performance can then be predicted by summing the oreviously known effects of individual

lags. These predicted effects can again be described in two stages: (a) the position errors

in target and reticle movements and (b) the effects of these position errors on

performance. Experimental studies can be conducted to investigate the effects of imposed

display lags and reticlu lags on performance so as to test these prodictions. The ratios

between the measured effects and the predicted effects on performance cart be calculated

fo different combinations of display lags and reticle lags. These ratios can then be used

to establish weightings for the contributions to the overall effects from individual lags.

8.6.2 Conclusions and recommendations

Few published studies of the interactions among the lags in a head-coupled system have

been found.

Experimente' studies to investigate the combined effects of display lags and reticle lags

on performance are recommended. It is suggested that these studies should be

accompanied by a model for the prediction of the combined effects of lags.
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I APPENDIX A

Structure of categorization: conceptual description and visual illustration
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The conceptual d&scription

This section describes the categorization process involved in Stage 1 described in

Section 3.0.

An operator-in-the-loop head-coupled simulator can be modelled as a combination of

feedback loops, with the 'head-coupled loop' as the base (Figure 4.7). These feedback

loops are formed by combinations of simulator comp•nsrnts wich their associated sources

of lag. It is the objective of this stage to identify •the system architecture of a head-

coupled simulator by its simulator components. Examples of feedback loops with their

iMulator components and sources of lags are listed as follows:

Egedback loo Simulator go, oonern Soureol

head-coupled simulator database; computer image
loop; computer image generator;

generator; heaa-pointing system
helmet-mounted head position
display; predictor;

head-pointing system;

manual control aircraft stick control; stick response;
loop without aircraft dynamics aircraft dynamics
motion cues; simulator; simulator;

manual control aircraft stick control; stick response;

loop with aircraft dynamics aircraft dynamics
motion cues; simulator; simulator;

motion platform; vibrator response;

head-slaved head-slaved weapon dynamic response of
weapon control simulator; the weapon
loop. cursor display unit represented by a

to project an aiming delayed aiming reticle.
reticle.

The above lists are not meant to be exhaustive, for tample simulator components such

as sound cues and eye-trackers are not listed. Having identified the components within

the head-,oupled simulator, a model of the specified pilot-in-the-lnop head-coupled

simulator can be constructed (e.g. Figure 4.8).
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Visual illustration of the categorization process

As discussed in Section 3.0, the detailed matrix classification of the variables suggested

in the contract has been replaced by a combination of simulator modeling and
categorization of variables according to the feedback structure of the model (see

Section 5.0). Consequently, the matrix layout has been replaced by a series of

diagrammatic illustrations (Stages 1 to 3 are outlined in Section 3.0):

stage 1: C wwmoton head-slaved stick
identifying simulator 4MGD. *'P ontrol
a r c h it ec tu re A a / 0 0 d e s
Gombination ofsimulator saml 0 1

components and #w* MintlI.1
a.,ooiasu sources of lag:

each
combination

slnmcjlaom model

Stag& 2a Stage 2b
Idant•fy aeasoctatd variables for eeiemninlng the effect ai each variable
individual feedbacK 1'0ops: reGarding IpmvOus IexprImiM6.at; Owh effeoft

e.g. head-COupled k 4 .... of manlpulatlngn engineering paramerors,

indepenl• en• dpalndent nudlU as bixdwidth. phuse and gain awe
variables vaniblbs, roevrwedL

FStage 3
Identify the published studies concerning
intractions among different nime dolays within

almulaklor.
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Author: Allen R.W.. DiMarco, R.J. (1985).

Aim: 7o further understand the effect of various potential sources of transport delays,
a computer model analysis was undertaken using a generic vehicle control model.
(Manual control).

Equipment: Computer modeling.

Task. Basic control example for the analysis model concerns generic vehicle tracking (e.g.
dog-fighting).

Subjects: None.

Conditions: Three sources of computational delay:
1 ) Equivalent delay for vehicle handling qualities.

(0/ for analog vehicle; 0.075 second for modern digital aircraft).
2) Delay for display system. (0/for analog processor; 100 ms foý general CGI

raster scan devices).
3) Delay for motion feedback (no delay or 250 ms for typical simulator).

Conclusions: Control bandwidth of the operator/vehicle system drops dramatically as
various delays are added into the! simulation loop.

- Maximum vehicle heading deviation nearly doubles in the worst dp!ay case

compared to the no delay condition.
-. ... ...... .............................................................................................

Author: Bailey, R.E., Knotts, L.H. (1987)

Aim: Generation of guidelines and development of a data foundation for the specification
of allowable time delay in ground-based simulators.

Equipment: USAF Flight Dynamics Laboratory NT-33A variable stability aircraft modified as
in-flighi simulator.

Tasks: Marriage of flying qualities and manual control concerns:
- fly the simulator witth step-and-ramp attitude command

- compensatory attitude tracking tasks.

Subjects: 3 evaluation pilots.

Ccnditions: - Addition of time delay in pitch and roll axes from 0 to 240 msec.
- 4 aircraft configurations (F -15; C-21; C-I l; C-141)

- Motion cuing (Fixed base/Inflight).

Conclusions: Ic., in-flight simulation of highly manoeuvrable and highly responsive fighter, total
""ok, V of up to 150 ms (100 ms plus 50 ms expcrimental added delay) are tolerable
in a simulation environment.

The above e:aperiment was replicated using the NT-33A as a ground simulator.

Significant flying qualities differonces were shown to exist particularly for a highly
responsive, aggressively flown aircraft.
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Authot: Gum, D.R., Albery, W.B. (1 976).

Aim: Investigating tile time delay problems, delay compcnsation and the di;parity of
motion and visual system cue in the Advanced Simulator for Undergraduate Pilot
Training.

Equipment: Advanced Simulator for Undergiaduate Pilot Training (ASUPT). It comprised: 1)
two basic T-37B simulators 2) two %.ide-angle visual displays, and 3) a shared
visual computer image generator.

Task: Formation flight capability, approach and landing manoeuvres.

Sjbjects: Unknown,

Conditions: Two delay compensation techniques: 1) single interval lead 2) Taylor series
extrapolation plus single interval lead.

Conclusions: The approximate delays and contributions from the visual, motion and G-seat
system are identified and measured. The greatest impact of delays seemed to be

in formation flight and control of aircraft roll position which required more precise
and rapid control than other tasks like approach and landing manoeuvres.

Attempts to extend the extrapolation resulted i" an objectionable lack of
smoothness. Recommendation was made to abandon Taylor series extespolation
in favor of using only the single-interval lead.

Authors: Hess, R.A., Myers. A.A. (1985)

Aim: Analyses and experimental evaluation of a non-linear filter configured to provide
phase lead without accompanying gain distortion.

Equipment: Simple arrangement of CRT display and an isometric control stick.

Task: Sincule-axis compensatory tracking task involving a human operator.

Subject,: Five subjects were used.

Conditions: Four different combinations of delay and compensation methods were used: 1) n,.
delay, no compensation (nominal case); 2) 0.25 second delay, lead-lag
compensation; 3) 0.25 second delay, split-path nonlinear filter (SPAN) filter; 4)
025 second dalay no ornponasttion.

Conclusions: The non-linear SPAN filter is superior to a linear lead/lag compensator in its ability
io maintain system stability. However, SPAN does not increase tracking accuracy
over the lead-lag filter. Computer analysis indicated that this is caused by the
harmonics produced and is most noticeable for low frequency inputs. Finally, a
new arrangement for a SPAN filter was proposed which allows low frequency
inputs.
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Authors: Jewell, W.F., Clement, W.F. (1985)

Aim: Describe the critical task tester ai., rithm which can both measure the effective
time delay of a modern flight sin Ilator and quantify the performance of the
closed-loon pilot simulator system relative to the "real world" (manual contro;).

Equipment: Not specified.

Tark: The particular manual control task was to stabilize an unstable controlled element
using the critical tracking task.

Subjects: Not specified.

Conditions: Not specified.

Conclusions: Perormance with 100 ms throughout delay was degraded by about 26 percent
and, at 200 rns, by 49 percent. The technique, called the split path nonlinear filter
or SPAN was proposed for lag compensation.

Author: Jewell W.F., Clement, W.F. and Hogue, J.R. (1987)

Aim: Describing the technique and results in a frequency respomsa identification of a
computer-generated image (CGI) visual simulator (Manual control).

Equipment: Vertical Motion Simulator (VMSI in National Aeronautics and Space Administration
(NASA) Awes Research Center (ARC). It was configured to simulats UH-60A

Task: Pitch attitude and heading control.

Subject: One UH-60A test pilot.

Conditions: With and without a novel delay compensation scheme.

Conc:lusions: Results show that the CGI cai- ..o-nuation scheme cart sliminato the phasý, la0 du.w
to a pure time delay up to about 2 Hz, but above thi& frequency, the CGI response
has phase lead and gain amplification.
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Author: Johnson, W.V., Middendorf, M.S. (1988)

Aim: Describe a flight simulator transport delay measurement technique along with

detailed apparatus descriptions and application consideration.

Equipment: PDP1 1/60 digital computc was used for real time simulation computer. The

graphics computer was a Silicon Graphics Inc. IRIS 3020 and the visual display was

presentet on a 19 inch diagonal raster scan monitor. Primary delay measurement

instrument was a Befco Inc. frequency response analyzer model 916.

Task: The ph ise shift through the simulation, from stick input to display device, was

measured at a fixed frequency.

Subjects: ------

Conditions:..-.---

Conclusion: The req tency domain measurement technique proved to be useful in measuring

and identit', •ig time delay contributions from each part of the simulation system.

- ---------------------------------------------------

Inventors: Lee, D.R., McCreary, R.B. Mai 13, 1984.

Assignee: The United States of America as represented by the Secretary of the Air Force,

Washington, D.C.

Abstract: An anti-flutter apparatus for a head-mounted visual display having servo-controlled

reflective surfaces to provide corrections to head rotations which occur before a

visual scene gwneration system is able to respond to the head movement.

Summary of the invention:

The computer generated imagery is projected via a mirror system to a head mounted

display system. A central computer which coitrols the image generating system, generates

an error signal which is derived from a head position sensor and the relative position of the

generated scene. The error signal is applied to the servo actuator unit to correct the visual

image for the measured head position.
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Authors: Levison, W.H., Papazian, B. %H987)

Aim- Fxploro the effects of time delay and simulator mode on clase-loop pilot/ vehicle
performance by model analysis arici experimentation (Manual control).

Equipment: Model: Optimal control mode (0CM).
Experiment: Ground base and in-flioht simulations (14T-33).

Task: Target-tracking task in roll axis and pitch axis.

Subjects: 3 test pilots.

Conditions: - "F 16"and "C-1-i".
Ground based and in-flight simulation.

-Addition of 0 or 1 W~ nriset delay.

C--.nciusions: Trends predicted by pre-experiment model analysis wera largely confirmed by the
exporimental study and replicated by poast-oxperimental modei analysi3. Specifically,

- Addition of 1.130 macc delay caiused an increase (around 22%) in r.mn.s
tracking error.
Doi a, t had larUsi odffact on generic fighter flown aggressively ("F.- 16W) than
tno 1'he generic heavy t~aviapovi l"C-I 41") flown in a more relaxed manner.
Lrroar scores were slightly large- in the grokind-.based! sim~mio;tn thr ina tilt.
in flight simulations.

Auithors: Malone H.L., Hornwitz S. (19~87)

Aim: Oetein-int, ilha maximunu wivlrabie between-simulator transp~ort delay (BSTDI thut
COUL. tit arcped before a pilot wokdd make a change in tactics during a comlibalt
air-to-air network simrulation. The U$8 of 8 predictor was also investigated.

~1i'~mnw~~* Air Combat Manioeuavring hIstruffentation (ACMI) ilt L~uke AFBI.

ask: The mainoeuvres cover those must comnmonly used in an A/A engagemient: a Curl

tnic(iriq shov, missile shoi, hiOh defleoction gun shot, and a defensive manoeuvret.

-thil)cIUs H-ve higiily, experienl.eed fi;;htar pilots.

ConditLonis: 01STI) delays o,' 0. 0,.2, 0.ý.i, 1,0 and 1I.5. seconds.

T wo cortditions o.ni'h aind without the predictors.

Ck~n1'3uio'r' For thco. mantieuvres tr'ýIad, a delaf of 250 ms can be acr;,eptd with little
dagradatiowv. Additioria~y, a simpie first order predictor can extend this ,txru'
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Authors: Merriken, M.S.. Johnson. W.V. (0988)

Aim: Investigate the offucts of providing real-world supfilementary information to the
visual and tactile modalities to reduce the deleterious effects of a delayed primary
display on operator control performance.

Equipment: A fixed-baze simulator and an in-cockpit motion simulator. In addition, the dynanmic
seat of the Advanced Low Cost G-cuing system (ALCOGS) in-cockpit rotion devicv
was used for the motion supplementarV cue condition.

Task: A disturbance regulation ^ask where the subjects were required to mait~ k •
constant altitude over a flat terrain grid and eminaifi parallel with the longt•udinal
lines. (All tasks had 3 transport delay of 200 msi.

Subjects: Forty two non-pilot sobjects participated. They wore parsed into 7 groups oQ 6
subj.cts: 6 experimental and one cov.:rol group.

Conditions: Two transport deisys tor supplementary cu"s: 67 ms and 200 mcs.
- Three cuing conditions:

(1) dynamic seat motion cuo.
(2) altitude Indicator cue.
(3) peripheral horizon cue.

- One control condition = no cuing.

Conclusion: Faster updating secondary cues produced better r.m.r. error performance for
altitude control. The trend was the samve for heading control but was not
statistically significant. Whet compared to th5 coniro! coendition (no cuimn), none
of slower cuing conditions produced statistically, signtflrant perormance
improvement for either heading om altitudo control. Hnwever, in all clies.
performance was better vi-th faster cuing.

Authors: Mtwrikea MWS., H•'cio G.E. (19$7)

Summary: Contzins a review of tha litera'ture concerning the -ifficTq of vi*Liai feedback deoay
on piloe Flight--controi pcirrio-ranze irn timuimtian. environments. A sumnmay a)
"e.;earch to date :nd futuwo risouach approaches taken by the Human Engineering
Division of the Arrnst,,riri Aeraspac, Mdicavl Research t.aborazorieQ is also
presented.

VV.
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Author: Wiiltar, G.K., I'ilioy, D.FI. 090761

Aim; Determitlwe tuo eoftuct of visuat-motionr liivmi dcilayi, on pilot performance of a

simulsirod poursuit v jini'g taisk.

Equipment: Langlovf Rwseuirch Center \"isualL,1-lcton Sirnmlator (VMIS).

1Task; Primary - t, ac; a tar/get aircraft, that was pet'I r.r'irig sinu~oidaI oscillaztion. iManuaI

trackinQ).

Secondary - tappinW altnativo strips (to incr,iase thE pilot w.rkload).

Subjects: Unknown:

Conditions: Time delay - 0.047 to 0.547 ceccnd i•t stleop of 0.03125.
Task difficulties -6 15 handling quality.
Target frequency effacts (50% & 100% increase).
Motion cues = with/without,

Conclusion: As tsk difficulty Idetermined by airplane handling qualitus or txrf;9o frequency)
increased, the amount of acceptable time delay docreas.cd. However, when
relatively complete movion cues war includud in thu sirnulatioin, the pilot could
maintain his performance for considerably lcnaor time detays.

Authors: Privoznik, C.M.. Berry, D.T. (1985)

Aim: Measurement of pilot tinte delay as influenced by controllea chara'o•teristics and
vehicle time delays.

Equipment: Three control stick configurations: space shuttle stick and co-vantiooial
generol-purpose sticks with two different spring constants. ,. :o wiuWk, cockpit
simulator in Ames Dryden Simulwtion laboratory was used

Task: First-order, closead-loop, compensatory tracking task in pitch axis was used.

SuLijects: Four test pilots and one non-pilot engineer.

Conditions: Throc control --tik ... ntmnuntin. -- nd t-.ra, systan e l"'-z 46 and 286 rns.

Conclusion: Ths data indicate that the heavy conventien..I controller had dhs lowoat affotczve
pilot time delay values associated with it, with and without the addsd syswom
delay. ELch control stick exreriment showed an increase in pilot trir) doehay when
there was an increase in total dway.

Changes in pilot timi3 dclay because of increases in system ti-ne datsy wero Much
more sigoificant than c:hange.s umause of nianiptlator ctr•ratertiht.

A secondary expuariment using te critical task tester indicated t•ha thi pilot time
delay was unaffectted by previous piloting experience but wa- influ4•ced by video
game experience.
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Author: Queijo M.J., Riley D.R. (1975)

Aim: Investigate the acceptable time delay in visual cues during simulated pilot tracking
exercise.

E Iment: Langley Research Center Visual-Motion Simulator (VMS).

i sk: Primary - track a target aircraft which was performing a sinusoidal oscillation in
altitude (Manual racking).

Secondary - tapping two metal strips alternately as rapidly as convainielit.

Subjects: Two.

Conditions: Delay in steps of 0, 1, 2, 3, .'. 5 and 8 were used. (One stop = 0.03 12 5 uun)

Conclusions: 1) Increasing the task comploxily or dograding the vohicie hanidling qualities
reduces the acceptaUa 16ivel of visual-scone time dola'qi.

2) Even smail delays in tho ordai' 0 0.047 GOco;MI can have an u'~vsrsa effect
on pilot panformance for, some aircraft configurations. The maximum
accepfi2L lime delay was about 0. 141 sec~ond.

Auiaours: Riecio, G.E., Cress, J.D. (1987)

Aim: Investigate the Wfects of simulatoy~ delays on perfown31lCe, contro! behavior, and
traa1~tr of- trairainQ (Manual control).

Equipment: Flight dynamics simni-ation by digital computer PON1 1/60 and display through
hig~ ~'~ iiorr~bt~-~~ihcssystem ISilicon Graphics 2400,'.

Task: Maintalar 'COrintit hoading an~d altitude in the preserice; of pseudo-randorn roHi-FeG
and pitch-rate d6sturbanees.

Siubjeca4m Thirty-six peiopleparticipvete. I hey wve.ra assignedJ to four groups oi nine sutbplicls,
notie of +!.- subjects were pdolzt.

c~onetitions: Fouf time-delays: 50, 100, 200 or 400 rins.
Two aircraft type,;- Hi~hly responsive dynamics or sluggish dynamnicS.

Condlot.iorns. Sinhilaxo- delay degrades conriol tw~forriavnce thiroughout the learning process,
howe~ver, tho aifmcls of aduing a smal2 amtount ct delay (100 Ma), N negligibe.
Na~ important Wfacts of srrwll dalays (100-200 mai) on trariater performance
(tr'nosfer of ti'acir-WAQ to a svsremi with smaller d1aiysl, was found, Howtiver. delays
larger thbn 260 W43 ma~y beb problematic.



Authors: Sobiski, D.J., Cardullo, F.M. (1987)

Aim: Effect of delays in flight simulation is explored and a predictive method of
compensation is tested in an experimental environment (Manual control).

Equipment: 80286 based desk-top computer programmed to simulate an executive class jet
aircraft dynamics.

'Task: Manual control task (pitch and roll) of a linear model of executive class jet aircraft

dynamics with input disturbances.

Subjects: 9 subjects (all had simulator experience).

Conditions: 1) With no predicting filter on the output.
2) With the lead/lag filter.
3) With a full state fuedb3ck predictor filter with state estimation.
41 With a reduced order predictor filter on tho output.
Time delays of 200, 400 and 800 ms aire inserted for each experiment.

Conclusions: Frequency analysis shows the state predictoo fiter can restore phase and gain
margins to the system for delay au long as 800 ins.

Authors: Woltkamp, J., Ramahandran, S. (1 988)

Aim: Determine tha actual simulator hardware time delay and its effect on pilot
purformance.

Equipment: McDonnell Douglas Helicopwr Company simulators including GEC CompuScena IV
(CIV) digitat image generatioer zystem. McFadden hydraulic system and a Servo
Optical Praibcdtio System (SOPS) that optically combined the image%, and
positioned the projection lens through servo control in either a fixed forward mode
or in a head-tracking mode.

Task: Pilc~ts recq'iired to fly three difierxnt types of course: narrow slalom/dolphin;
serpentsne and longituzdi;ial quick~stop.

Subjects. 4 p~iots took part.

Conditions: Pilots were exposed tn 0. 2, 4, 6 ana 10 vrames delay. (One frame delay is 16.7

Conclusions: Measoremena:ts showed that the averago throughput delay was approximately 87
Ms.
No d~ramatic char-ges doe vi increased sin~iii'sow delay were found but pilot cortrol
acmihk was increased in the ýow speed, hiUh yzin tasks.
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